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Rachel: Selected this book because wanted all of us to consider our role in the world 

	 • Starting Poll:

	   Did you feel more inspired or hopeless?

	 

Theme: The American Dream

• One of the big themes in this book is the American dream, looking at our collective 
idea of the American Dream and collective memory of the truths of what is means to 
various people embodied in various ways - how does Coates speak of the American 
Dream? How is his understanding of it woven through his work? Does his idea of 
American dream reflect, negate or engage your own?


Q: People of color: How were you taught to understand the American dream?

	 	 A: How many black bodies can congregate without suspicion?

	 	 A: Two black people together is a conversation and three is a riot

	 	 A: When someone has achieved something from the American dream,      

                 A: there is suspicion about how they achieved it

	 	 A: or if we achieve any thing of the American dream we are the  

                    example of why other BIPOC should have or be able to do same

	 	 A: Tokenism is an intellectual resting place for  white people

	 	 A: Academia is an intellectual resting place itself. white people can 

                 A: “The American Dream” is not available to everyone


Theme: Body 
	 • The book starts out with discussing how his body moves through the world in 
relation to white bodies. We discussed the The visceral consequences of white 
supremacy	 	 

	 	 ○ Handcuffs

	 	 ○ Prison cell

	 	 ○ Lye and bleaching of skin and hair

	 	 ○ Intellectualizing




	 	 ○ Visceral

	 	 ○ Disembodied

	 	 ○ Black hands - when up seem aggressive and when down, 

                    seem like they are getting a gun

	 	 ○ Wearing hoodies

	 	 ○ Hands in pockets


Reader Mnikesa Whitak, a black woman originally from the South:

	 	 	 +Reading this, the education part, blew her mind open

	 	 	 +The various rules of institutions of the street, school, and later                 

                            the church	 	 	 

                         + Experience as a middle school teacher and students coming to                     

                            her with issues of race because she was the only teacher who 

                          looked like them

	 	 	 +The options for students of color - makes her think about how             

                         few these are


Reader Nikita Roundtree - African American woman who lives in Houston, TX originally 
from the south

	 	 	 +Listened to book on Audible during work

	 	 	 +"one of the issues that he talked about that I see just as a professional             

                           is the rules of how I have to engage and be appropriate and be 

                           approachable but my white counterparts do not have to do the same. 

                           I must smile, I must be congenial, I must lean in." 

	 	 	  + Her white counterparts do not have to do that They can be curt, they 

                           can be impolite. They are seen as assertive and go getters while I am 

                           viewed as aggressive, sullen, or depressed

	 	 	  + Difficult to navigate all of the spaces and keeping up with all of the 

                             rules

	 	 	 + All of the rules keep you from being yourself

	 	 	 + At what point do I get to be me?


Rachel: What would be possible for the black experience if we were able to exist 
instead of resisting? This questioning framework borrowed from close friend 
@ebonyjanice

	 	 	 

Key Word:  Codeswitch

	 	 	 	 □ The difference between how I speak to my girlfriends in one     

                                   setting and other people in a different

	 	 	 	 □ What we are able to do with our hair

	 	 	 	 □ What us in our natural state, what we must do to make our 

                                    natural selves less offensive to the white majority - 

	 	 	 




	 Q:Why do we codeswitch?

	 	 	         A: To protect our bodies, dignity, access, homes, families

	 	 	 	 □ What does it mean to the black body to contort itself? Think 

                                  about the energy it takes: walking through an airport, in a 

                                  restaurant, at work, at school

	 	 	 	 

Question from Cayenne Green

I’m curious what it’s like from the perspective of black people/persons when white 
people try and “code switch” to what they think might be “black language”

	 	 	 	 

□ NYC and CA are passing legislation specifically related to protecting the right to wear 
your hair

	 	 	 	 


 Rules are another way for white supremacy to use up energy so it cannot be 
opposed - Lakin


	 	 

	 	 


• Piece of study that we can do amongst ourselves

	 	 ○ Reflection of James Baldwin's Letter

	 	 ○ The various spaces that he had to be hyper aware of his body

	 	 ○ Some of the scenes that he talks about and what he recognized- hyper 
awareness of what his body meant

	 • Respectability politics:

Question from Rachel. Taking an opposite lens from Coastes book examining how 
black bodies exist in a state of continued potential danger lets examine the clear ways 
that alternatively white bodies continuously protected?

	 	 ○ National outcry only happening when white womxn’s right to abortion is 

                   being threatened when black bodies have never had autonomy under law/

                   social law

	 	 ○ Innocent versus suspicion

	 	 ○ Media representation

	 	 ○ Birthing our children

	 	 ○ Higher wages

	 	 ○ White people shoplifting and saying it was a 

	 	 ○ white killers are individually crazy, “black population has a violence              

                    problem”

	 	 ○ White bodies being able to be young

	 	 ○ Pools. there is something about black bodies in pools that bothers 

                    whiteness. sharing the same body of water work black people bothers 

                    whiteness

	 	 ○ As a white woman, the “protection” of white men

	 	 ○ Fashion




	 	 ○ white tears hold a lot of power

	 	 ○ White bodies being seen as human and anyone else is seen as a deviation    

                     from that

	 	 ○ anonymous when they want to be, seen/heard when they want to be

	 	 ○ Can wear casual clothes and not be suspicious

	 	 ○ Rooted resistance

	 	 ○ white kids bring fake guns to public places. I haven’t seen black kids do 

                    this.


Side conversation evolved around the question of “Who owns the outdoors?”

•  "white people space”

• Why is that?

• Camping

• Hiking

•  Leisure

• The concept of “Colonizing nature”

• A reader mentioned: I work at an outdoor store— there is bias and an assumption 

that someone that is black mistakenly came into the store

• Resources shared for black outdoor communities @rootedresistance @outdoorafro 

@melinatedbasecamp

• often blackness in association with the land brings people back to times of slavery

• black people getting harassed at picnic sites


 Scene at movie theatre: 

○Mnikesa offered a summary of what happened - "little boy is 5 years old and he is 

excited and running somewhere, this white woman puts her hands on it and says 
slow down or something." Coates gets very upset and she addresses him. The little 
boy was too slow and she pushes him. Coates tells her not to do this and another 
white man comes into "protect her" and tells Coates that he could have him arrested. 
And he witnessed that he had all of these people around him not doing anything. He 
felt that because he was in her neighborhood that she could do this but if she was in 
his neighborhood, she wouldn't have been able to do this. 


○ where his body could move and where his son's body could move in relation to that 
movie theatre?


	 	 ○ An obstacle to be moved

	 	 ○ She had more authority over the space than he did

	 	 ○ She dominates

	 	 ○ and what happened when he dared to challenge that..."I could have you 

                    arrested” and what did she believe that was fundamentally her right to 

                    even get them to the space of this confrontation?

	 	 ○ she believed that she had the authority to arrange their bodies the way 

                    SHE thought they should be arranged. 

	 	 ○ AUTHORITY - key word when discussing white supremacy




                 ○"I could have you arrested" - plays into every time a white person calls the     

                   police on a black person

	         ○ White people using the police as their personal customer service line to 

                  remove black people out of the spaces that they don’t want to have them in

	 	 ○ Police as a tool at white citizens disposal

	 	 ○ Automatically assuming that blacks are the aggressors

	          ○"the police reflect America in all of its will and fear" page 78 

	 

Question from a reader: Is there a call to action that you took away from the book?

A:  he says that our work is to acknowledge the horrors' and turn away from the 
brightly rendered version of your country

A: be better listeners, don't be afraid of the truth.

A: to critique my own voting habits through the lens of what Coates’ lived experience 
reveals

A: pg 151 "the Dreamers will have to learn to struggle themselves, to understand that 
the field for their dream, the stage where they have painted themselves white, is the 
deathbed of us all"

A: To be more aware of everyone’s white supremacy (if only Layla F Saad’s book was 
out back then), and then actually do something about it, not just thinking about it.

A: “truth is we cannot will ourselves to an escape on our own.” pg 146

A:  to look at my whiteness as a construct and alllll that means. that it comes at the 
expense of other bodies.

A:  pg 151 "the Dreamers will have to learn to struggle themselves, to understand that 
the field for their dream, the stage where they have painted themselves white, is the 
deathbed of us all"

A: Call to action, takeaway from the book: to critique my own voting habits through the 
lens of what Coates’ lived experience reveals

A: Stop buying into the Dream that doesn't apply to all. Realize the true expense of 
living black in a supremacist society. 

A:  As an educator, bring true history into the classroom. Ethnic studies, critical race 
theory. Students who believe themselves to be white need to grapple with those truths 
and confront them in ways the world won’t make them.

A:  I’ve become extra conscious and consider it a new rule for myself to pay attention 
when my body is taking up literal space...the movie theater scene was critically 
important and powerful! Just because I’m a woman learning how to take up space in a 
patriarchal world I need to not do it at the expense of others. minorities are who needs 
to be centered and protected.




Poll Results 
	 	 ○ 75% felt inspired

	 	 	 § Carrie Williamson - white woman from Austin TX

	 	 	 	 □ Felt both but put inspired because of the ending. He was just 

                                    able to express his experience without the need to fix anything

	 	 	 	 □ There is so many times when that type of behavior is shut down 

                                    and that he had permission to do that, it was helpful

	 	 ○ 25% felt hopeless

	 	 	 § Elizabeth DeBoe - white woman from North Carolina

	 	 	 	 □ Felt hopeless a lot of the time while reading it because she tried 

                                    to find a practical path towards restoration. The bits about rules 

                                    and education stuck out to her because she is an educator

	 	 	 	 □ Acknowledged that she has lot of work to do and understanding 

                                   f or her own classroom. Worried about previous students and 

                                     future students. Felt very heavy at some points. 

	 	 	 § Flora - Black woman who moved from Uganda in Africa 5 years ago

	 	 	 	 □ What does it mean to be a black person in America considering 

                                     that I was never "black" before moving here

	 	 	 	 □ Questioning: will I get to a place where I am okay with 

                                      everything going on?

                                 □ Feeling a bit hopeless because there is so much work to do


